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Free music on iphone reddit

So yesterday I downloaded iOS 11 and I can't use my music app anymore. If I click on it, it closes itself. Does anyone have an app that allows you to listen to music offline? And free, too. Thanks! Looking for the best music app that can be listened to offline. A free app would be best if possible, I downloaded a few from the App Store, but it never seems to work properly. All
recommendations :) ThanksPage 2Posted byu/[deleted]4 years ago 7 comments EDIT: Thank you are/jaggadaaku99. I was able to download full albums for free directly to my phone using the Audio Mack app, which works based on community images. This isn't the only solution, but it's great!switched from the Galaxy S6 to the iPhone X and while it's fast and great full of features,
I'm witnessing crippling limitations. I made a post in the iPhone forum about it, but was met with a lot of bias over shading responses. It seems barbaric that I have to download iTunes on pc, rip some album from YouTube, upload there then download it to my phone. I considered jailbreak, but I heard that disables a lot of applications (like wells fargo, which I use daily)(I do not talk
streaming, I prefer downloading for offline games )Page 2 comments Edit: If someone comes across it at some point, finally the selected application is VLC, which works just as well as on any other platform. You can also disable Apple Music in settings. Thank you /u/UncleIQue and /u/asc6 for being helpful. Just as the title says something that is completely free, not an application
that just put youtube in the box, not an application to download / stream music from the Internet, not streaming applications (spotify, soundlcoud ...). Just a simple, basic player for local mp3. Bonus point if he can read flac audio. Of course, not stock ^ app. Surprisingly, simple research did not give any result ... Could someone recommend a good app? Page 2 27 comments I used
Musi and it was the best, however, I had to factory reset my iPhone and it's gone. Other options? Page 2Posted byu / [deleted] 1 year comments Mods let me know if this post does not belong here * Setbeat - sideload app, has a lot of music I listen to too. It has a built-in Spotify playlist import feature (but now this feature no longer works for some reason) * Audiomack - App Store
app; Well. I can import playlists through Soundiiz; but you can't download playlists only individual songs (I don't want my classical music mixed with my hip hop music) * Trebel - App Store app; you can download playlists after viewing ads; but no way to import playlists.*eSound — the best App Store App; basically download playlists without restrictions; but no way to import
playlists.*MonkingMe — App Store app; use these banana stuff to download music; no way to import music * spotify ++ has no offline stuff * soundcloud ++, scloudlife, Napster ++, Deezer ++ are dead and not working * converting YouTube playlists / playlists on MP3 is not an option because all the sites I found force me to download each song individually (which pain if you have
500+ songs) and PC programs is too inconvenient (I do not have a pc at the moment so yes) * soundcloud converter 2.1 shortcut is dead * Sideload apps HiMusic (formerly BobbyMusic), Music Box, and MusicJunkey are all deadAi other applications I can use? Or tricks I can use? Thanks for reading. Edit: I'm just using AudioMack at the moment, although I have to download each
song individually because it's the most stable app. Maybe if Setbeat imports the playlist again, I could use it. Page 2 comments I used to own iPhone 6s and then switched to basic phone, but now I'm back on iOS with my recent purchase of iPhone X. Before I switched to iPhone I used Musi to stream music and create a playlist, but Musi has lost some of its charm since then and
now limits the number of songs I can listen to before paying for my premium service. Is there an alternative free music streaming app like Musi? Page 2 17 comments commentsPage 2 comments My parents and I are not in line with getting Spotify, so I ask if there was any free music applications that have similar features. Page 2 13 comments Hi guys, atm the only way I know
how to get free music on iPhone (no computer use) is for you an app like iTube. The problem with this is that I will have a separate library for itube, so my music will be split between itube and iPhone music library. Is there a way to get free songs on iPhone directly to music library? Library?
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